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Abstract

The results of new experimental and theoretical investigations of puffing and

micro-explosion of rapeseed oil/water droplets placed in ethanol and propane/butane

mixture flames are presented. It is pointed out that time to puffing/micro-

explosion increases with increasing initial droplet radii in both flames. This

time is always shorter for a propane/butane mixture flame (with maximal tem-

perature 1,450 K) than for an ethanol flame (with maximal temperature 1,120

K). The experimental results are interpreted in terms of a simplified model of the

phenomenon, in which it is assumed that a spherical water subdroplet is placed

exactly in the centre of a spherical fuel droplet. The start of puffing/micro-

explosion is linked with the time instant when the temperature at the wa-

ter/rapeseed oil interface reaches the water nucleation temperature. The con-

tributions of thermal radiation and supporting wire are taken into account for

the first time for the analysis of the phenomena. It is shown that the model

predictions agree with experimental data.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that heating of composite fuel/water droplets leads to their

rapid disintegration due to the difference in nucleation temperatures of wa-

ter and fuel [1, 2]. These composite droplets could be either two-component,

with a clear interface between the fuel and the water subdroplet inside the fuel5

droplet, or emulsions in which water micro-droplets are almost homogeneously

distributed inside a fuel droplet. Droplet disintegration could be local and par-

tial, known as puffing, or complete, known as micro-explosion.

Various engineering and environmental applications of these processes in-

clude improvement of the performance of internal combustion engines (see the10

discussion in [3]) and the extinguishing of fires [4]. This stimulated numer-

ous experimental and theoretical studies of the phenomenon, including its most

advanced modelling using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)[5, 6, 7] and a

relatively simple model described in [8]. At the same time, most of research in

this direction was focused on droplets injected into a relatively low temperature15

gas (below 1000 K) when the effect of thermal radiation on droplet heating

could be expected to be relatively small. Among relatively few exceptions are

[9, 10]. In [9] a trans-critical evaporation and micro-explosion sub-model for

multi-component droplets is suggested. This model was used to investigate

micro-explosions of ethanol-Diesel droplets in a Diesel engine-like environment.20

Spray in these conditions was simulated, ignoring the effects of thermal radia-

tion, and the occurrence of micro-explosions was confirmed. In [10] the results

of experimental studies of combustion of a single droplet of fuel suspension,

placed into a hot still air at temperatures in the range 700 to 1,000◦C, are

presented. The conditions (droplet composition and temperature) under which25

micro-explosions occurred were investigated.

The main aim of the current paper is to investigate puffing/micro-explosion

phenomena in ambient gas at temperatures above 1,000 K. We will describe the
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results of our investigation of puffing and micro-explosion of two-component and

emulsion droplets placed directly in a high temperature (above 1,000 K) flame30

and describe an approach to the modelling of some features of the phenomena.

Relatively large droplets, investigated in our experiments, with initial radii more

than about 0.5 mm, have been used in many industrial applications (e.g [11, 12]).

Temperature profiles close to those used in our experiments were observed in

aero-engine combustion chambers [13] and swirl stabilised combustors [14].35

As in [2], the model used in our analysis is based on the analytical solution to

the heat conduction equation in a composite droplet, with the Robin boundary

condition at its surface, incorporated into a numerical code. Although this

solution incorporates the effects of thermal radiation, they were ignored in the

analysis presented in [2]. In contrast to [2], they will be taken into account in40

the present analysis. Moreover, the model described in [2] will be generalised

to take into account the contributions of supporting fibres using the approach

described in [15].

The experimental set-up is briefly described in Section 2. The experimental

results are presented and analysed in Section 3. A description of the model used45

for the analysis of these results is given in Section 4. The experimental and

modelling results are compared in Section 5. In Section 6 the most important

results of the paper are summarised.

2. Experimental set-up

Our analysis is focused mainly on composite rapeseed oil/water droplets50

with volume fractions of rapeseed oil and water taken equal to 90% and 10%,

respectively. The methodology of droplet generation used in our analysis is the

same as described in [16].

The set-up used in our experiments is schematically presented in Figure 1a.

The flames were generated by either an ethanol or propane/butane mixture55

burner. In the first case, the maximal temperature in the flame was 1,120 K,

while in the second case it reached 1,450 K. These temperatures were controlled
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by a National Instruments data collection complex and low-inertia thermocou-

ples.

The errors of measurements were estimated as the sums of systematic and

random errors. Random errors ∆r were estimated as:

∆r = t(αc, n)S, (1)

where t(αc, n) is the Student’s coefficient, depending on the number of measure-60

ments n and confidence level α, assumed equal to 0.95; S is the root squared

deviation for a series of measurements.

The total errors in temperature (time) measurements were estimated as ±45

K (±0.1 s). The system was calibrated by measuring temperatures inside the

flame at various cross-sections and at various distances from the burner at steps65

of 0.5 cm or shorter. The scheme and results of temperature measurements are

shown in Figure 1b.

The droplets were placed into the registration zone using the coordinate

mechanism with a holder (nichrome wires with a diameter of 0.2 mm) at its

tip. The width of the flame front in our experiments did not exceed 10 mm70

which allowed us to minimise the droplet transit time in a variable temperature

field. This time did not exceed 5 ms, which was approximately 20-80 times less

than typical times to puffing/micro-explosion. Gas temperature in the vicinity

of droplets was controlled to ensure that the variations of this temperature due

to flame oscillations did not exceed ±45 K. The results of experiments in which75

the variations of gas temperature exceeded this limit were excluded from our

analysis.

The registration zone was illuminated with the help of a MultiLed QT pro-

jector (GS Vitec GmbH, Germany) to improve the image contrast of the parent

and child droplets. The projector had the following parameters: 15◦ lens; lu-80

minous flux 12,000 Lumen (white); power 150 W. A MultiLed G8 controller

was used to measure light intensity (0-100%). The processes of droplet heat-

ing, evaporation and break-up were recorded using a slow-motion video camera;

a Phantom Miro M310 (Vision Research, USA). The latter had the following
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specifications: 3260 frames per second at a resolution of 1280×800 pixels; 12 bit85

depth; 1 µs minimum exposure; pixel size 20 µm; 12 GB memory; image-based

auto-trigger.

In our experiments we used 5400 frames per second at a resolution of 768×768

pixels. The resulting video clips were processed with the help of the Phantom

Camera Control software to obtain times to droplet break-up, and parent and90

child droplet sizes. The sums of the systematic and random errors of estimating

these parameters were less than 0.05 s, and 0.025 mm, respectively. The initial

droplet radii Rd0 were measured immediately before their introduction into the

flame. Non-sphericity of droplets was accounted for by averaging the droplet

sizes obtained for two perpendicular cross-sections95

The efficiency of droplet break-up can be estimated as the ratio of the total

areas of the child droplets (Sc) to the area of the parent droplet (S0). Assuming

that the radii of child droplets are the same (rc) and keeping in mind that in

the absence of evaporation the total volume of parent and child droplets are the

same, it can be shown that Sc/S0 = Rd0/rc. We appreciate the crudeness of this100

assumption, but we had to use it to estimate the total surface area of droplets

including those outside the focus of our camera. The actual distributions of

droplets by sizes will be illustrated at the end of Section 4.

The details of our approach to estimation of the number and average radii

of child droplets are given in Appendix 1.105

The processing of video clips included not only the binarisation of images,

but also the determination of the lens depth of field. This made it possible

to estimate the number of droplets both in the lens depth of field and outside

this depth. To take into account the contribution of child droplets outside this

depth additional experiments were performed in which this depth varied. The110

corresponding correction coefficients for determination of the numbers and sizes

of the droplets were obtained.

The depth of field of the Nikon lens (200 mm f/4 AF-D Macro) was calculated

as P = R1−R2, where R1 and R2 are the front and back boundaries of the depth

of field. The DOF 5-15 Depth of Field Target was used for determination of the115
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depth of focus. DOF 5-15 includes two sets of scales. When viewed at an angle

of 45◦ each scale consists of horizontal and vertical lines with densities of 5 and

15 pairs per mm, respectively. This special calibration target was designed to

estimate the depth of focus without theoretical calculations. In our experiments

the depth of focus was in the range 6.5 mm to 9 mm for diafragm numbers120

in the range 11 to 16. Correction factors for each series of experiments were

determined separately. In all experiments manual focusing, using the above-

mentioned target, was performed. This allowed us to estimate the depth of field

of the lens by placing the target in the registration zone. Then the target was

focused manually and the distance over which it was still in focus was measured125

directly. Thus the lens depth was determined.

The same procedure was used for determining the scale factor in mm/pixel.

At least 3 pixels were used for the smallest child droplets. The registration areas

were in the range 10× 10 mm to 15× 15 mm.

Note that the arrangement for droplet heating used in our analysis is dif-130

ferent from the one used in our previous studies (e.g. [17]). We performed the

experiments at much higher temperatures than those used in [17] (up to 1450 K),

which allowed us to investigate for the first time, to the best of our knowledge,

the effects of thermal radiation on droplet puffing/micro-explosion.

3. Experimental results135

As follows from the analysis of video frames, for droplets placed in the

ethanol flame with ambient gas temperatures below 1000 K the fragmenta-

tion of emulsion droplets takes place via puffing, while for gas temperatures

in the range 1055 to 1120 K, 60-70% disintegrated via micro-explosions while

30-40% of droplets disintegrated via puffing. In all cases, the disintegration of140

two-component droplets took place via puffing leading to micro-explosions, or

directly via micro-explosion. 5-10 experiments were performed for each of six

temperatures in the range 880 to 1120 K. Some examples of our observations

are illustrated in Figure 2. Similar footages were obtained from the experiments
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with the propane/butane mixture flame.145

Video clips showing the examples of the dynamics of puffing and micro-

explosion of droplets in our experiments are presented in Supplementary Mate-

rial A (Emulsion droplet, Rd0 = 0.778± 0.025 mm, Tg = 1064± 45 K), Supple-

mentary Material B (Emulsion droplet, Rd0 = 0.787± 0.025 mm, Tg = 920± 45

K) and Supplementary Material C (Composite droplet, Rd0 = 0.787 ± 0.025150

mm, Tg = 920± 45 K). In all cases, rapeseed and water contents were 90% and

10%, respectively.

The plots of time to puffing/micro-explosion (τp) of two-component droplets,

introduced into ethanol and propane/butane mixture flames, versus their initial

radii Rd0, are presented in Figure 3. As follows from this figure, for both flames155

τp increases when Rd0 increases in agreement with the previously obtained re-

sults for lower ambient gas temperatures [1, 3]. For all Rd0, the values of τp

were always shorter for droplets in the propane/butane mixture flame than for

those in the ethanol flame. This is attributed to higher gas temperatures in the

propane/butane mixture flame compared with those in the ethanol flame (see160

Figure 1b).

As in the case of gas temperature measurements (see Figure 1b), the error

bars shown in Figure 3 and the following figures are the sums of systematic and

random errors. Random errors were estimated based on Formula (1). Large

error bars are attributed to the effects of several factors on the processes under165

consideration. Perhaps the most important of these factors is the uncertainty

of the initial location of the water subdroplet inside the water droplet and the

change in its location during the heating period.

The plots of time to puffing (micro-explosion) (τp) in two-component and

emulsion droplets versus ambient gas temperature in the ethanol flame are170

shown in Figure 4a. The experiments were performed for the range of heights

above the base 0.5 cm to 3.5 cm. As can be seen from this figure, τp decreases

with increasing ambient gas temperature for both types of droplets in agreement

with our earlier results [1]. In all cases, τp for emulsion droplets was shorter

than that for two-component droplets. The plots of τp versus height h for the175
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same droplets and flames are shown in Figure 4b. It follows from this figure

that minimal values of τp were observed at h close to 2 cm. This location is

close to where the maximal gas temperature was observed (see Figure 1b).

Ratios of the total mean surface areas of emulsion and two-component droplets

after (when child droplets were formed) and before their disintegration (Sc/S0)180

versus ambient gas temperatures are shown in Figure 5. Droplet initial pa-

rameters are the same as in Figure 4. As can be seen in Figure 5, Sc/S0 for

two-component droplets is always larger than that for emulsion droplets. This

is related to the fact that the two-component droplets were disintegrated via

micro-explosions. Micro-explosions dominated for the emulsion droplets at tem-185

peratures above 1000 K (about 60%-70% of cases), but below this temperature

these droplets disintegrated via puffing. Much smaller droplets were produced

during micro-explosion than during puffing. For both types of droplet Sc/S0

increases when ambient temperature increases. This shows that at higher tem-

peratures both puffing and micro-explosion processes intensify leading to gen-190

eration of smaller child droplets.

Note that the results shown in Figure 5 were based on a rather crude assump-

tion that all child droplets are the same size (see Section 2). Actual distributions

of child droplets by radii after puffing and micro-explosion events for gas tem-

perature equal to 1120 K are shown in Figure 6. As follows from this figure,195

puffing leads to generation of larger droplets than does micro-explosion. When

the number of child droplets generated during micro-explosion was at its peak,

their radii were 0.025 mm, while when the number of child droplets generated

during puffing was at its peak, their radii were 0.035 mm.

4. Modelling of the phenomena200

The analysis of the experimental results presented in the previous section is

based on the model described in [2]. The main assumption of this model, when

applied to our data, is that a spherical water subdroplet of radius Rw is located

in the centre of a rapeseed oil droplet of radius Rd. The time evolution of tem-
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perature T in this composite droplet was described in terms of the 1D transient

heat conduction equation. The analytical solution to this equation, based on

the Robin boundary condition at the surface of the rapeseed oil (fuel) droplet

and continuity conditions at the rapeseed oil/water interface, was obtained in

the form:

T =
1

Rdξ

[ ∞∑
n=1

Θn(t)vn(ξ) +
µ0ξ

1 + h0

]
, (2)

where

Θn(t) = (qn + fnµ0) exp

(
−λ

2
nt

R2
d

)
+
pn
λ2
n

[
1− exp

(
−λ

2
nt

R2
d

)]
,

fn =
1

||vn||2

∫ 1

0

f(ξ)vn(ξ)bdξ

=
1

||vn||2

{∫ ξw

0

−ξ
1 + h0

sin(λnawξ)

sin(λnawξw)
kwa

2
wdξ +

∫ 1

ξw

−ξ
1 + h0

sin(λnafξ + βn)

sin(λnafξw + βn)
kfa

2
fdξ

}

qn =
1

||vn||2

∫ 1

0

F0(ξ)vn(ξ)bdξ

=
1

||vn||2

{∫ ξw

0

RdξT0(Rdξ)
sin(λnawξ)

sin(λnawξw)
kwa

2
wdξ +

∫ 1

ξw

RdξT0(Rdξ)
sin(λnafξ + βn)

sin(λnafξw + βn)
kfa

2
fdξ

}

pn =
1

||vn||2

∫ 1

0

R3
dξP̃ (ξ)vn(ξ)bdξ

=
1

||vn||2

{∫ ξw

0

R3
dξP̃ (ξ)

sin(λnawξ)

sin(λnawξw)
kwa

2
wdξ +

∫ 1

ξw

R3
dξP̃ (ξ)

sin(λnafξ + βn)

sin(λnafξw + βn)
kfa

2
fdξ

}

f(ξ) ≡ −ξ
1 + h0

=

∞∑
n=1

fn(t)vn(ξ),

F0(ξ) ≡ RdξT0(Rdξ) =

∞∑
n=1

qn(t)vn(ξ), R3
dξP̃ (ξ) =

∞∑
n=1

pn(t)vn(ξ),

vn(ξ) =


sin(λnawξ)

sin(λnawξw) when 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξw
sin(λnafξ+βn)

sin(λnafξw+βn) when ξw < ξ ≤ 1,

βn is β(λ = λn),

||vn||2 =

∫ 1

0

v2
nbdξ =

√
cwρwkw

λn sin2(λnawξw)

[
awλnξw

2
− sin(2awλnξw)

4

]
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+

√
cfρfkf

λn sin2(λnafξw + βn)

{
afλn(1− ξw)

2
− sin(2λnaf + 2βn)− sin(2λnafξw + 2βn)

4

}
,

β = cot−1

[
kf − kw
kfafξwλ

+
kwaw
kfaf

cot (awλξw)

]
+ iπ − afλξw,

i = 0, 1, 2, 3, .....; our analysis was focused on i = 0 (the values of vn are the

same for all other values of i).

The equation for a countable set of positive eigenvalues λn follows from the

boundary condition at ξ = 1:

λnaf cos(λnaf + β) + h0 sin(λnaf + β) = 0. (3)

These are the parameters used in (2) and (3):

H =
h

kf
− 1

Rd
, µ =

Rd
kf

(
hTg + ρlLf Ṙd

)
, ξ = R/Rd, P̃ (ξ) = P (ξRd) = P (R),

F (t, ξ) = u(t, R) ≡ T (R, t)R, h0 = HRd =
hRd
kf
− 1,

µ0 = µRd =
R2
d

kf

(
hTg + ρlLf Ṙd

)
=
R2
dhTeff

kf
.

b =

 cwρw when 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξw
cfρf when ξw < ξ ≤ 1

,

h is the convection heat transfer coefficient; kw(f), cw(f) and ρw(f) are thermal

conductivity, specific heat capacity and density of water (liquid fuel), respec-

tively; R is the distance from the droplet centre (R ≤ Rd). The effects of

swelling were considered (see [2] for the details),

Teff = Tg +
ρlLṘd(e)

h
.

The term Ṙd(e) = dRd/dt describes the effect of evaporation; it was calculated

using the model suggested by Abramzon and Sirignano [20].

Solution (2) uses the assumption that droplet radius is fixed. This assump-205

tion is valid for short time steps during which this solution is used in the nu-

merical code. The changes in droplet radii and other parameters with time are

taken into account at the next time step.
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The time to puffing/micro-explosion was associated with the time instant

when the temperature at the water/rapeseed oil interface became equal to the210

water nucleation temperature.

The model described above was generalised in a non-self-consistent way to

consider the effect of the relative gas-droplet velocity [19] (cf. the application

of this model in [21]). This generalisation, however, will not be used in our

analysis since this velocity in our experiments was small.215

The source term P (R) used in Solution (2) is proportional to the external

power density absorbed at a certain point inside the droplet. The contribution

of this term was considered in the derivation of (2) but was not investigated in

our previous studies [2, 19]. This will be done in the current paper.

Assuming that this power density is provided by external thermal radiation

and that radiation is instantaneously and homogeneously absorbed inside the

droplet (the validity of this assumption for internal combustion engine condi-

tions was demonstrated in [22]) the dependence of P on R can be ignored and

P (R) can be presented as:

P (R) ≡ Pr = 3σQ̄aθ
4
R /(Rdclρl) , (4)

where θR is the radiative temperature (equal to gas temperature when gas is220

optically thick and external temperature when gas is optically thin); σ is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant; subscript l refers to liquid; Q̄a is the efficiency

factor of absorption.

Expression (4) was originally derived for homogeneous droplets. Recalling,

however, that the volume fraction of rapeseed oil in our experiments was 90%, for225

a crude estimate of the effect of thermal radiation we will assume that radiation

absorption in composite droplets is the same as in rapeseed oil droplets.

The approximation of Q̄a for Diesel droplets in the range of radii 5 µm to

200 µm is described in [23]. In our experiments the droplets were much larger

than those described in [23] and we cannot use the approximations suggested in

that paper. Our estimate of the value of Q̄a is based on the expression suggested
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in [24]:

Q̄a = 1 +
exp (−2τi)

τi
− 1− exp (−2τi)

2τ2
i

, (5)

where τi = 2κλxdλ is the optical thickness of the droplet, κλ = kλλ/(4π) and

xdλ = 2πRd0/λ are the index of absorption and diffraction parameter of the

droplets, respectively; kλ and λ are the absorption coefficient and wavelength,230

respectively. Remembering the definitions of κλ and xdλ we can present the

expression for the optical thickness as τi = kλRd0.

As follows from the experimental results presented in [23], for typical Diesel

and gasoline fuels κλ ≥ 10−3. We can assume that the values of the index of

absorption for rapeseed oil are comparable with these values. For typical initial

radii of the droplets used in our experiments, Rd0 = 0.7 mm, and recalling that

the maximal spectral emission power for temperatures in the range between

1000 K to 2000 K (flames used in our experiments) is achieved at λ ≈ 2 µm

[25], we obtain xdλ = 2.2× 103. Hence, τi ≥ 4.4. Having substituted this value

of τi into (5) we obtain the following estimate of the values of Q̄a:

0.97 ≤ Q̄a ≤ 1. (6)

This estimate of Q̄a allows us to assume that Q̄a ≈ 1 in our analysis of the

effect of thermal radiation on the initiation of puffing and micro-explosion. This

assumption is different from the approximation of droplets by black spheres, for235

which Q̄a = 1 but all radiation is absorbed at the surface of the droplets, that

is commonly used in simplified models for radiation absorption in droplets (see

[18] for the discussion of the physical inconsistency of this assumption). Note

the mistake in Expression (3.94) of [18].

In our previous papers [2, 19], the effect of a holder supporting the droplet

on droplet heating and evaporation was ignored. In our present analysis it is

taken into account using the model described in [15]. The latter model makes

the assumption that heat supplied to the droplet through the holder is instan-

taneously distributed throughout the whole volume of the droplet. This allows

us to describe the effect of the holder on droplet heating in the same way as we
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described the effect of thermal radiation on droplet heating. This is done by

introducing the following function to Equation (2)

P (R) = Ph ≡
3kf (Tsup − Tc)

4πcfρfR4
d

SC , (7)

where SC is the contact area between the droplet and holder, estimated as:

SC = πdhRd, (8)

dh is the outer diameter of the holder (wire).240

The validity of the assumption that heat supplied via the support is homoge-

neously distributed over the whole volume of droplet follows from our assump-

tion that the effect of this heat is equivalent to internal heating of droplets by

thermal radiation and the results of the analysis presented in [22], where it was

shown that the effect of the distributed absorption of thermal radiation inside245

droplets can be replaced by the effect of its homegeneous absorption there.

As in the case of the radiative heating model discussed earlier in this section,

when deriving Expression (7) it was assumed that the contribution of water in

the droplet to this process can be ignored.

For practical application of Expression (7) one needs to assess the values of250

Tsup. In the original application of the model the results of direct measurements

of Tsup were used assuming that the presence of droplets does not affect Tsup.

Unfortunately, this approach is not applicable to our experimental set-up where

flame temperatures are high, as it can lead to unphysical values of Tsup above

the rapeseed oil boiling temperature. In our analysis we assume that Tsup is255

equal to the surface temperature of the droplet. This assumption is compatible

with the basic assumption of the model that there is no temperature gradient

along the surface of the droplet, which enabled us to use the one-dimensional

model.

The effects of thermal radiation and support are additive. The combined

contribution of thermal radiation and the holder to droplet heating is described

by the following expression:

P (R) = Pr + Ph. (9)
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Note that the model described in this section is based on the assumption that260

droplets are spherical. Assuming that one-component non-spherical droplets can

be approximated by spheroids, the authors of [26] showed that the effect of their

eccentricities on the evaporation time can be considered small for eccentricity

values not exceeding 1.5. We anticipate that this result can be extended to the

composite droplets considered in our paper, which allows us to apply the model265

described in this section to droplets which are not strictly spherical.

5. Experimental versus modelling results

A comparison between experimentally observed and predicted times to puffing/micro-

explosion (τp) for droplets placed in the ethanol and propane/butane mixture

flames is presented in Figure 7. The volume fractions of rapeseed oil and wa-270

ter were 90% and 10% respectively. Droplets were located at h= 1.5 ± 0.1

cm where ambient gas temperatures were 1,120 K and 1,400 K for ethanol

and propane/butane mixture flames, respectively. Since the measurements took

place inside the flames, where gas is optically thick, we assumed that θR = Tg.

As follows from Figure 7, the effect of the support is relatively small, while the275

effect of thermal radiation leads to a dramatic reduction in the values of τp for

both flames. When the effects of both radiation and support are considered,

the agreement between the model predictions and experimental data turns out

to be very good. In agreement with our previous results both modelling and

experimental data show an increase in τp with increasing Rd0.280

Note that the effect of thermal radiation demonstrated in Figure 7 is the

maximal possible one as the model used in our analysis is based on the assump-

tion that Q̄a = 1. Realistic values of Q̄a are expected to be a little smaller

than 1 (in the range 0.97 to 1, see Section 4). Note that the effects of thermal

radiation for large droplets used in our analysis are much stronger than these285

for smaller droplets for which Q̄a are expected to be much smaller than 1. For

example, for Diesel fuel droplets with radii close to 10 µn, typical for Diesel

engine-like conditions, Q̄a is close to 0.1 [23].
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In all cases presented in Figure 7 the predicted values of τp are larger than

those observed experimentally. This can be attributed to the key assumption290

of the model that the water subdroplet is located exactly in the centre of the

rapeseed oil droplet. Taking into account any shifting of the water subdroplet

from the centre of the rapeseed oil droplet would lead to a reduction in τp. The

analysis of this effect, however, is outside the scope of this paper.

The times to puffing/micro-explosion of the same droplets as in Figure 7295

predicted by the models, based on the assumptions that these processes start

when the temperature at the water/rapeseed oil interface (Tw) reaches the water

boiling (TB) and nucleation (TN ) temperatures, are shown in Figure 8. The

curves for the latter case are the same as shown in Figure 7. As can be seen in

Figure 8, the times to puffing/micro-explosion predicted by the model based on300

the assumption that puffing/micro-explosion starts when Tw = TB are shorter

than those predicted by the model based on the assumption that this process

starts when Tw = TN , as expected. The difference between these times, however,

is relatively small and can be ignored in crude estimations of this time.

The results presented in Figures 7 and 8 were obtained by performing calcu-305

lations in parallel using Matlab R2020a and Wolfram Mathematica v 12.1. The

results using the two approaches coincided within the accuracy of plotting. The

details of both numerical procedures are described in [2].

6. Conclusions

The results of experimental investigation of the puffing and micro-explosion310

of rapeseed oil/water droplets placed in ethanol and propane/butane mixture

flames are presented. The volume fractions of rapeseed oil and water in the

experiments were taken equal to 90% and 10%, respectively. It is pointed out

that time to puffing/micro-explosion increased with increasing initial droplet

radii in both flames. This time was always shorter for the propane/butane315

mixture flame (with maximal temperature 1,450 K) than for the ethanol flame

(with maximal temperature 1,120 K). The model used for the analysis of exper-
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imental data is based on the previously obtained analytical solution to the heat

conduction equation for a composite droplet with the Robin boundary condition

at its surface. As in the previously developed model of the phenomena [2], a320

spherical water subdroplet is assumed to be located exactly in the centre of a

spherical rapeseed oil droplet. The start of puffing/micro-explosion was asso-

ciated with the time instant when the temperature of the water/rapeseed oil

interface reached the water nucleation temperature. In contrast to the model

described in [2] the droplet heating due to absorption of the thermal radiation325

inside the droplet was taken into account assuming that this radiation leads to

homogeneous heating of the droplet. Heating of the droplet via the supporting

wire was taken into account using a simplified model in which this heating was

assumed to be instantaneously distributed throughout the whole volume of the

droplet.330

The effect of the supporting wire on time to puffing/micro-explosion is shown

to be small, while that of thermal radiation reduced this time by more than

50%. A comparison between the prediction of the model and its simplified

version, based on the assumption that the start of puffing/micro-explosion is

associated with the time instant when the temperature of the water/rapeseed oil335

interface reaches the water boiling temperature, showed that the times predicted

by the simplified model are less than those predicted by the model used in

our analysis by not more than 14%. This reduction can be ignored in many

practical applications of the model. The predictions of the model considering

the effects of thermal radiation and the droplet support are shown to agree well340

with experimental data.
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Appendix

The Shadow Photography method for estimating the number/sizes of355

child droplets

The Shadow Photography (SP) method was designed for the analysis of

shadow images. Three approaches were used to estimate the number density

(Ncd) and radii (rcd) of child droplets using this method. This allowed us to im-

prove the accuracy and assess the reproducibility of the results. The difference360

between the results obtained using these approaches did not exceed 5%, which

demonstrated the applicability of all these approaches. The first approach was

based on the application of the original numerical code in Mathematica [28]. On

the video frames obtained during the experiments the time instants when parent

droplets disintegrated into child droplets were identified. The images at these365

time instants were converted into tiff-images and uploaded to Mathematica. The

program for the analysis of these images had two parts: 1) identification of the

binarisation threshold; 2) the main analyser (identification of the elements, cal-

culation of their number and sizes using the scale coefficient). The background

noise was removed in both parts. The work of the main analyser (Morphologi-370

cal Binarizer and Median filter) was to identify contrast images (child droplets)

against a light background. All bounded objects were presented as spherical

droplets of limited sizes. This was followed by calculation of the number of

liquid objects and estimation of the radii of the identified child droplets.

The second approach used for the analysis of images during droplet disinte-375
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gration was based on the realisation of the SP method in Actual Flow software

[27]. In this algorithm, video frames illustrating the formation process of child

droplets were selected. Then the images were processed using the following

steps. Firstly, low frequency filtration was used to reduce the level of noise.

Then the images were binarised using the high frequency Laplace filter. The380

final step focused on the search for simply connected regions based on binarised

images. As a result, an irregular data field containing the coordinates of droplet

centres and droplet radii was created for each image. Also, images formed by

glare from droplets were removed during this step.

A code developed in Matlab was used in the third approach. This code385

allowed us not only to determine the number of child droplets and their radii

but also a number of other parameters, including maximal, minimal and average

radii of child droplets, maximal, minimal and average velocities of these droplets,

and their maximal, minimal and average kinetic energies, and surface areas after

and before their disintegration. The original video frames obtained during ex-390

periments showed time instants when parent droplets disintegrated forming child

droplets. Two consecutive video frames showing the puffing/micro-explosion

processes were selected, transferred into tiff-images and uploaded to Matlab.

During the processing of these images the search for simply connected regions

based on binarised images was performed. As a result, an irregular data field395

containing the coordinates of droplet centres and droplet radii was created as

in the case of the second approach. Then a rectangular region, in which child

droplets were registered, was selected. Within this region, the search for child

droplets was performed. An example of image processing using Matlab is shown

in Figure A.400
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 (a) A schematic presentation of the set-up used in the experi-

ments with ethanol and propane/butane mixture burners. (b) Ambient tem-

perature distribution inside and in the vicinity of the ethanol (filled squares)505

and propane/butane mixture (filled circles) burners.

Figure 2 Video frames showing puffing of an emulsion droplet (a) and micro-

explosion via puffing of a two-component droplet (b) placed in ethanol flame.

Volume fractions of rapeseed oil and water in droplets were 90% and 10%, re-510

spectively. Droplets were located inside the flame at h = 1.5 ± 0.1 cm (see

Figure 1b), where gas temperature was 1,120 K, and their initial radii were

Rd0 = 0.5± 0.025 mm.

Figure 3 The times to puffing/micro-explosion versus initial radii of two-515

component droplets introduced into the ethanol (filled squares) and propane/butane

mixture (filled circles) flames at h = 1.5± 0.1 cm (see Figure 1b). Volume frac-

tions of rapeseed oil and water in droplets were 90% and 10%, respectively. Gas

temperatures for ethanol and propane/butane mixture flames in this location

were 1,120 K and 1,400 K, respectively.520

Figure 4 The times to puffing/micro-explosion in droplets versus ambient

gas temperature (a) and distance h (b) in an ethanol flame. Filled circles refer

to two-component droplets; filled stars refer to emulsion droplets. In all cases,

droplet initial radii were Rd0 = 0.78 ± 0.025 mm; volume fractions of rapeseed525

oil and water in droplets were 90% and 10%, respectively.

Figure 5 Ratios of the total surface mean areas of droplets after (Sc) and

before (S0) their disintegration versus ambient gas temperature. Droplet initial

parameters are the same as in Figure 4. Filled circles refer to two-component530
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droplets; filled stars refer to emulsion droplets.

Figure 6 The plots of the numbers of child droplets produced during puffing

(1) and micro-explosion (2) versus child droplet radii.

535

Figure 7 The times to puffing/micro-explosion of two-component rapeseed

oil/water droplets introduced into the ethanol (a) and propane/butane mixture

(b) flames versus droplet radii. The volume fractions of rapeseed oil and water

were 90% and 10% respectively. Curves 1 show the experimental data; curves

2 show the predictions of the model when the effects of radiation and support540

were ignored; curves 3 show the predictions of the model when the effects of

the support were taken into account, but the effects of radiation were ignored;

curves 4 show the predictions of the model when the effects of radiation and

support were taken into account.

545

Figure 8 The times to puffing/micro-explosion of the same droplets as in

Figure 7 introduced into the ethanol (a) and propane/butane mixture (b) flames

versus droplet radii. Curves 1 show the times to puffing/micro-explosion assum-

ing that these processes start when the temperature at the water/rapeseed oil

interface is equal to water boiling temperature Tw = TB . Curves 2 show the550

same times but assuming that these processes start when the temperature at the

water/rapeseed oil interface is equal to water nucleation temperature Tw = TN .

Figure A A typical example of the image processing using Matlab to infer

the number and radii of child droplets.555
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